DEVELOPING CHARACTER BUILDING THROUGH MODELLING
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The objective of Indonesia is to make its nation smart in wholein in intellectual, social and mental by developing strong character based on nation character and religion through 9 years education. In fact, human education in whole is not carried well as its expectation. This proves that there are a plenty of corruption everywhere, fightings occur in elite society up to parkers to compate power, satisfaction, prestige and the others. These conditions show that character building only focuses on the norms, it does not touch the application in daily life. Therefore it is needed effort to apply character building in daily life.

A way to develop character building is through modelling in a family, at school as well as in society. Modelling in a family can be done by parents, at school can be done by teachers and the headmaster whereas in society can be done by the leader. If modelling is done every where it will give good effect as children prefer to imitate their parents whereas students love to imitate their teacher as people will do the same thing to imitate their leaders. In fact, in society it is often found that the leader or society representation do crime or contradiction based on our culture so people blame their leaders if there is something wrong happens as the leaders do not give modelling. It also happens at school as the teachers often smoke in front of the students and there are teachers that are not discipline at time and scoring. These give bad image to society as well as to the students. It gets worse as their family does not give good modelling as they are busy to earn money to support their family. The condition should be overcome as soon as possible as every person will blame the others. The worst one is someone tries to find modelling man that is not suitable with our culture as media helps great it. To anticipate it, everyone should do modelling for her or himself from now on.
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